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Abstract: This study explores the technical and scale efficiency of two types of Greek fishing vessels,
small-scale vessels and bottom trawlers, using a bias-corrected input-oriented Data Envelopment
Analysis model. Moreover, the associations between efficiency scores and vessel’s and skipper’s
characteristics are also explored. The results indicate that small-scale vessels achieve a very low
average technical efficiency score (0.42) but a much higher scale efficiency score (0.81). Conversely,
bottom trawlers achieve lower scale but higher technical efficiency scores (0.68 and 0.73, respectively).
One important finding of this study is that the technical efficiency of small-scale vessels, in contrast
to trawlers, is positively associated with the experience of the skipper. In a looser context, it can be
said that small-scale fisheries mainly rely on skill, whereas bottom trawlers rely more on technology.
This study concludes that there is space for improvement in efficiency, mainly for small-scale vessels,
which could allow the achievement of the same level of output by using reduced inputs.
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1. Introduction

In the last decade, many studies have explored efficiency in the European fishing fleets.
According to Farrell’s model [1], technical efficiency is defined as the measure of the ability of a firm to
obtain the best production from a given set of inputs. In the fishing sector, efficiency is related to the
ability of achieving the best possible catch subject to the available resources (fishing stock and inputs).
Improvements in efficiency are desirable provided that a management structure exists that prevents
biological and economic overexploitation. If not, increased efficiency or the ability to catch more fish
for a given amount of fishing effort can be detrimental to sustainability [2]. Efficiency is closely related
with the concept of overcapacity which is the difference between the maximum potential output that
could be produced—given technology, desired resource conditions, and full and efficient utilization
of capital stock, other fixed and variable input—and a desired optimum level of output (e.g., the
maximum sustainable yield, or maximum economic yield) [3].

In this study, efficiency is explored in terms of the optimal combination of inputs to achieve
a given level of output using Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA). DEA is a non-parametric approach
of estimating efficiency. It was originally proposed by Charnes et al. [4] and is based on Farrell’s
model [1]. By solving a linear programming problem, it allows the estimation of efficiency without
assuming an a priori functional form for frontier production [5].

DEA has been used in several fisheries economic studies across Europe (e.g., [3,6,7]). In the
Mediterranean region, Tsitsika et al. [8] investigated efficiency of the purse seiners in Greece using data
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envelopment analysis (DEA). Results indicate similar excess capacity for target species. Purse seiners
could increase their catch by approximately 23% by increasing variable inputs such as days fished.
Conversely, a fleet of smaller size could achieve the reported catch. Moreover, under the condition
that the remaining vessels can be fully utilized, a proportional decrease in the fleet size might seem a
rational management measure towards reducing overexploitation and attaining sustainable fisheries
in the eastern Mediterranean Sea. Fousekis and Klonaris [9] studied efficiency in netters. Their results
suggest that there is potential for short-run output increases without additional fishing effort. They also
suggest that vessel and (to a lesser extent) skipper-specific characteristics do influence TE levels.
Finally, in Sardinia, Idda and Madau [10] focused their study on the fishing capacity, technical
efficiency, scale efficiency and capacity utilization in a particular fishing segment in the Mediterranean,
i.e., the Northwest Sardinian fleet in Italy. They suggest that fishermen can appreciably reduce
overcapacity and increase revenues by using their technical resources more efficiently. Therefore,
rational distribution of the small-scale fleet through regional coastal waters may improve fishing
efficiency, increase profits and reduce overexploitation in some critical areas.

In Greece, fisheries is an important economic activity. According to the 2012 Fleet Register,
the Greek fleet consisted of 16,063 fishing vessels, with a combined gross tonnage of 79,678 tons and a
total engine power of 462,429 kW. In particular, there were 13,918 fishing enterprises operating in Greece
offering employment to 27,558 people. An important and unique characteristic of the Greek fishing
fleet is that it consists mainly of small-scale fishing vessels that exploit the extensive Greek coastline.
Thus, the fisheries sector can be separated into two main types, namely small-scale fisheries (coastal
fisheries) and medium-scale fisheries (bottom trawlers and purse-seiners). From a socioeconomic point
of view, these two categories have distinct characteristics. Small-scale fishing vessels use polyvalent
passive fishing gears and rely mainly on the work of the vessel owners. On the other hand, bottom
trawlers and purse seiners are characterized by high operating costs, especially personnel costs. It is
also important to emphasize that medium-scale fisheries and in particular bottom trawlers appear to
have high productivity and profitability.

The present study explores efficiency of the Greek fishing fleet. It focuses on both small-scale
vessels and bottom trawlers, and therefore it allows for comparisons among these fleet segments.
Additionally, the study associates efficiency with specific segment characteristics. Following similar
studies (e.g., [6,11]), we consider efficiency using a nonparametric analysis and more specifically,
a Data Envelopment Analysis model (DEA). Both the concepts of technical and scale efficiency
were considered.

2. Materials and Methods

According to Kumbhakar and Lovell [12], technical efficiency is defined as the ability of
a decision-making unit (DMU) to obtain the maximum output from a given set of inputs (output
orientation) or to produce an output using the lowest possible quantity of inputs (input orientation).
One mean to estimate TE is to measure a DMU’s position relative to an efficient frontier, resulting in
an efficiency score for this particular DMU.

In the fisheries context, there is a growing interest in the measurement of technical efficiency
of different fishing fleets. This interest is twofold: to establish the underlying factors (e.g., [13,14]),
and to assess the effects of several socioeconomic variables. In the fisheries economics literature,
output-oriented technical efficiency is usually applied, as the main aim is the estimation of capacity
utilization, a concept which is basically output-oriented (e.g., [11,13,15,16]). This study, on the
other hand, focuses on input-oriented technical efficiency (TE) and scale efficiency (SE). Usually,
fishing vessels are not technically efficient because they present too high running costs, or they are
overcapitalized in the sense that a lower capital level could be used to achieve the same harvest.
Technical inefficiency may surface for many reasons, but a major cause is inputs control that fails to
prevent effort creep due to input substitution ([2,17]). Input oriented technical and scale efficiency are
particularly meaningful in the case of the Greek small-scale and trawler fleets since the managerial
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strategy is mainly based on inputs control, especially in the recent years of financial crisis that
dramatically affects cash flows.

Data envelopment analysis is a non-parametric method to estimate efficiency, developed by
Charnes et al. [4]. The production frontier constructed by DEA is deterministic, so each deviation
from the frontier is reported as inefficiency. Consider n DMUs producing m different output using h
different inputs. Y, is an m ˆ n matrix of outputs and X is an h ˆ n matrix of inputs. Both matrices
contain data for all n DMUs. The technical efficiency (TE) measure can be formulated as follows:

min θ,

subject to:

´yi ` Yλě 0

θxi´Xλě 0

λě 0

(1)

and solved for each DMU in the sample. θ, is the DMU’s index of technical efficiency, yi, and xi,
represent the output and input of DMU i respectively and Yλ and Xλ are the efficient projections on
the frontier. A measure of θi = 1 indicates that the DMU is technically efficient. Thus, 1 ´ θ, measures
how much the DMU i’s inputs can be proportionally reduced without any loss in output.

Model (1) implies that all DMUs operate under constant returns to scale (CRS). However,
the CRS assumption is only appropriate when all DMUs are operating at an optimal scale (i.e.,
one corresponding to the flat portion of the LRAC curve) [18]. Several factors like imperfect competition
and constraints on finance may cause a DMU not to operate at optimal scale. The use of the CRS
specification when not all DMUs are operating at the optimal scale results in measures of TE which are
confounded by scale inefficiencies.

The application of the Variable Returns to Scale (VRS) specification that permits the calculation of
pure TE devoid of these scale inefficiencies, is as follows:

min θ,

Subject to:

´yi ` Yλě 0

θxi´Xλě 0

NI1λ “ 1

λě 0

(2)

The new constraint is NI1λ = 1 where NI is a n ˆ 1 vector of ones. This constraint allows only
the comparison of firms of similar size, by forming a convex hull of intersecting planes, so that the
data is enveloped more tightly. Scale efficiency can be calculated by conducting both a CRS and a VRS
DEA upon the same data. If there is a difference in the two TE scores for a particular DMU, then
this indicates scale inefficiency, and the SE score is equal to the ratio of the CRS TE score to the VRS
TE score.

A major criticism of the traditional DEA approach is that it produces point estimates of efficiency
that are upward biased and lack statistical properties [19]. The upward bias is the outcome of the
fact that DEA constructs an inner approximation of the underlying actual production possibility set.
Assuming no measurement errors, all of the observations in the sample are from the technology set
T̂ Ă where T is the true but unknown technology. Then: Êk ě Ek, where Ek is the estimation of the
true but unknown efficiency θk of the k DMU. This is the outcome of the minimization over a smaller
technology set and thus the estimated efficiency may be larger than the real efficiency. The size of T̂
depends on the sample, and therefore, Ek is sensitive to sampling variations in the obtained frontier.
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This bias is particularly large in those parts of the production space where there are few observations,
and can be estimated as [20]:

biask “ EV
´

θ̂k
¯

´ θk (3)

As the distribution of θk is unkown, there is no direct way to calculate EV
´

θ̂k
¯

, and
a bootstrapping method can be used. Bootstrapping allows the assessment of whether the distribution
has been influenced by stochastic effects and can be used to build confidence intervals for point
estimates. Random samples are obtained by sampling with replacement from the original data set,
which provides an estimator of the parameter of interest [21].

When θkb is a bootstrap replica estimate of θk, the bootstrap estimate of the bias is:

bias˚k “
1
B

B
ÿ

b“1

θkb ´ θ̂k “ θ
˚k
´ θ̂k (4)

where θ
˚k

is the mean over the replications of θkb. The bias-corrected estimator of θk, rθk is then:

rθk “ θ̂k ´ bias˚k “ θ̂k ´ θ
˚k
` θ̂k “ 2θ̂k ´ θ

˚k
(5)

To estimate rθk, we applied the bootstrap algorithm proposed by Wilson and Simar ([19,22]).
The approach replicates sampling uncertainty by creating repeated samples of the original sample.
After the estimation of the above efficiency measures, a second-stage statistical analysis is performed
to associate efficiency scores with several socio-economic variables. This set of variables includes
education and age of the skipper, owner contribution to the labour, size of the vessel and gross cash flow.
This analysis is performed using spearman correlation and Wilcoxon rank-sum test (Mann-Whitney
two-sample statistic).

Data used in the analysis was collected through a sample survey using a structured socio-economic
questionnaire. Face-to-face interviews with 263 fishermen were conducted, 229 of which were engaged
in costal, small-scale vessels with total length between 5 and 12 m and 34 in bottom trawlers, with
vessel length over 18 m. This data is part of a larger data set collected in the framework of the
Greek National Fisheries Data Collection Program 2013 in application of the EC decision 93/2010.
The variables used for the DEA analysis consist of four inputs, namely annual personnel cost, fuel
cost, running cost and repair and maintenance cost. The output is the annual revenues of the vessels
(see Table 1). It is noteworthy that, in the case of small-scale vessels, the standard deviation is too
high. This could be explained by the fact that these vessels use polyvalent passive fishing gears which
correspond to different levels of input use and a variety of catches.

Table 1. Descriptive statistics of the input and output variables used in the analysis.

Variable
Small-Scale Vessels Bottom Trawlers

Mean Value (€) St. Deviation Mean Value (€) St. Deviation

Input variables

Personnel cost 9400 6594 81,243 44,842
Fuel cost 4861 5905 118,825 57,005

Running cost 3377 5354 70,983 46,019
Repair and maintenance cost 2178 2265 20,229 12,854

Output variable

Revenues 19,655 16,602 359,080 277,570

Energy costs refer to the annual fuel costs for the engine while personnel costs refer to the total
cost of paid labour plus any unpaid labour of the owner. Maintenance and repair costs refer to the
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annual costs of repairs for the vessel, the engine as well as the fishing gear. Finally, running costs refer
to all other operation costs (e.g., bait and hooks) including the cost of lubricants and the commercial
costs (e.g., ice, boxes and packages). Other annual expenses of the vessels like dock expenses and
book keeping costs, were also included in the running costs. Annual revenues of the vessels were
determined through the annual value of landings. Table 1 contains some descriptive statistics of the
main variables used in the DEA analysis for both the small-scale vessels and for trawlers.

As far as the output variable is concerned, the use of revenue as the output measure is not ideal, as
revenue is a function of price as well as quantity [23]. Consequently, price changes that affect the output
measure independent of input use may be interpreted as changes in technical efficiency. Furthermore,
assuming that fishermen seek to maximize profit, a change in relative prices may result in a change
in their fishing strategy. As a result, the efficiency scores may represent a combination of allocative
as well as technical efficiency. However, the potential biases introduced into the analysis from using
revenues as the output measure are not likely to be significant. Squires [24] and Sharma and Leung [14]
note that fishermen base their fishing strategies on the expected prices, the level of technology and
the resource abundance. However, price expectations are not always accurate, information on the
variation of the stock across fishermen is generally not available, and catch composition is governed
largely by fishing gear that is not perfectly species selective.

Changing gears type is time consuming and usually needs to be done on shore rather than at
sea. Hence, the ability of fishers to respond to changes in relative prices by varying their fishing
activity is limited. Several recent studies (e.g., [25]) have suggested that the fishing activity is largely
influenced by habit, with only relatively minor changes in effort allocations in response to price, in
the short term. Additionally, we consider that the Greek small-scale and bottom trawlers fisheries
are operating in a situation of unbalanced ratio between demand and supply, where cultural and
economic factors generate a high demand for seafood products leading to constantly high prices, not
significantly affected by either the landing volume or the season.

Finally, the use of inputs (and outputs) values rather than quantities is very common in efficiency
studies. As Färe et al. [26] and Banker et al. [27] suggest, when the assumption that DMUs face equal
input prices holds, then values can be used instead of quantities. This suggestion has been recently
proved by Portela [28].

3. Results

3.1. Small-Scale Vessels

On average, small-scale vessels have a very low efficiency level, equal to 0.42 and therefore,
they could proportionally decrease their inputs by 58% and still produce the same amount of output.
Moreover, the standard deviation and the range of TE scores reveal that the results are characterized by
high variation. Table 2 provides the descriptive statistics of TE and SE scores for the small-scale vessels
in Greece (see also Figure 1a,b). It also reports the number of vessels that operate under constant,
increasing and decreasing returns to scale.

Table 2. Descriptive statistics of Technical Efficiency (TE), Scale Efficiency (SE) and scale of operation
for small-scale vessels.

Variable Mean Standard Deviation CV Min Max

TE 0.42 0.18 43.9% 0.15 0.79
SE 0.81 0.20 24.9% 0.17 1 (51 vessels)

Scale of operation DMUs

IRS 43 vessels (63%)
CRS 51 vessels (22%)
DRS 35 vessels (15%)
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Figure 1. Histograms of (a) Technical Efficiency (TE) and (b) Scale Efficiency (SE) scores of the
small-scale vessels

On the other hand, the average scale efficiency score is much higher (0.81) and hence, small-scale
vessels operate close to the optimal scale of production. According to Table 2, the majority of the
vessels (63%) operates under increasing returns to scale, while 15% operates under decreasing returns
to scale. This is a common finding in the relevant literature (e.g., [9,29,30]) and indicates that the
majority of vessels can be more productive if they increase their input usage (to optimally operate
under constant returns to scale).

Tables 3–5 provide the results of the Spearman correlation and Mann-Whitney tests between
the efficiency scores and several socio-economic variables. The results suggest that the vessels with
length between five and six meters are more technically efficient. Fousekis and Klonaris [9] report
similar results in their study. Specifically, they found that larger Greek trammel netters tend to be less
technically efficient than smaller vessels. They also point out that the crew size plays an important
role, since larger vessels need more crew. Thus, a large crew size may reduce the ability of a skipper to
adjust the level of other inputs [9].

Table 3. Variables that define groups with different Technical Efficiency (TE) scores in the small-scale
fishing segment.

Variable that Define Groups Average TE Z Score Result

Length class 5–6 m 0.50
2.65 ** Small vessels have higher TE

6–12 m 0.40

Level of education
basic 0.44

2.89 **
Skippers with basic

education perform betteradvanced 0.38

Vessels registered in
“Thessaly” region

Yes 0.42
1.79 *

Vessels in this region have
higher TENo 0.38

Vessels registered in “South
Aegean” and “Crete”

Yes 0.50
´1.67 *

Vessels in these regions have
higher TENo 0.41

Young skipper (less than 40) Yes 0.43
2.11 **

Vessels whose skipper is
very young have less TENo 0.37

* 0.10 level of significance; ** 0.05 level of significance.

Table 4. Variables that define groups with different Scale Efficiency (SE) scores in the small-scale
fishing segment.

Variable that Define Groups Average SE Z Score Result

Fishing activity is the main
source of income

Yes 0.82
´2.81 **

Vessels whose skippers’ main income is
fishing present higher SENo 0.71

Old skipper (more than 65) Yes 0.71
1.67 ** Vessels whose skipper is old, have less SE

No 0.82

** 0.05 level of significance.
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Table 5. Spearman correlations of Technical Efficiency (TE) and Scale Efficiency (SE) scores of the
small-scale vessels with technical and socioeconomic variables.

TE SE

Length ´0.23 ** 0.19 **
Gt ´0.20 ** 0.21 **

Revenues 0.02 0.24 **
Days at sea ´0.13 ** 0.15 **

Unpaid labour to total labour ´0.22 ** ´0.05

** 0.05 level of significance.

The results also reveal that TE is lower when the vessel is managed by a skipper younger than
40 years of age. Moreover, the literacy level appears to have a weak negative effect on TE. One possible
explanation may lie in the fact that in small-scale vessels, the outcome of the fishing activity relies on
the experience of the skipper rather than on his formal education or on the use of new technologies
(commonly associated with younger skippers). Furthermore, the experience of the skipper plays a key
role in the selection of the fishing gear, the fishing ground and the fishing day. These results are not
always supported by similar studies. For example, Ali et al. [31] mention that formal education is
generally associated with increased efficiency as it broadens the producers’ minds and enables them to
acquire and process relevant information. Moreover, according to Esmaeili [30] younger skippers are
more efficient than others. Finally, Fousekis and Klonaris [9], explore the efficiency of Greek netters,
and report that the “good skipper” is aged about 50, has a literacy level higher than the primary, and
comes from a fishermen family.

The analysis also detects regional differences in the TE levels. Specifically, vessels operating
in the region of Thessaly as well as in the South Aegean and Crete regions have higher TE scores.
These regional differences can be explained by differences in the composition of the catch or differences
in the extent of competition with the large scale vessels for the same fishing ground and/or the same
markets. For example, in the case of the Thessaly and the South Aegean and Crete regions, the fishing
grounds are characterized by rocky bottoms. Additionally, few large-scale vessels operate in South
Aegean and Crete and therefore the competition between them and small-scale vessels is low.

As far as the scale efficiency is concerned, the analysis indicates that vessels between five and
six meters are less scale efficient. These results are in line with the fact that scale inefficiencies are
attributed mainly to increasing returns to scale (sub-optimum vessel’s size). Moreover, when the
fishing activity is the main source of income, the scale efficiency level is higher. This is an indication
that the owners are trying to fully exploit returns to scale and thus, to operate very close to constant
returns to scale. Moreover, bigger vessels, that have higher scale efficiency, belong to owners whose
main income source is the fishing activity. Finally, the result that vessels with older skippers are
less scale efficient, could be explained by the fact that older skippers are not interested in capital
investments, like the purchase of a new bigger vessel.

The Spearman correlation analysis shows, as expected, that the vessels with smaller technical
characteristics (LOA and GT) have higher TE. These vessels are capable of producing the same unit
of output (revenues) with less input. The number of days that the vessel spends at sea is negatively
correlated with TE. This could be explained by a more rational fishing strategy (i.e., operation only
under optimal conditions). Moreover, a negative correlation is detected between TE and the presence
of the owner on board the vessel, expressed as the ratio of unpaid labour to total labour costs. This is
somehow contradictory with the results of previous studies (e.g., [14,30]) where owner-operated
vessels are considered more efficient than others.

The correlation analysis also reveals that the scale efficiency scores are positively correlated with
the length and the capacity of the vessels, which was expected, as the majority of the vessels operates
under increasing returns to scale. Moreover, scale efficiency is positively correlated with days at sea.
This was also expected, since bigger vessels, that are characterized by higher scale efficiencies, are
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usually able to fish more days than small vessels. Finally, no correlation between scale efficiency and
percentage of unpaid labour was detected.

3.2. Bottom Trawlers

Table 6 provides the descriptive statistics of TE and SE scores for the Greek bottom trawlers
(see also Figure 2a,b). The table also reports the number of the vessels that operate under constant,
increasing and decreasing returns to scale. On average, the TE scores of bottom trawlers are higher
than the scores of small-scale vessels. Specifically, the average technical efficiency score is 0.68, which
indicates that fishermen can reduce their inputs by 32% and still produce the same amount of output.
The descriptive statistics and the histogram (Figure 2a,b) reveal that TE scores in the case of bottom
trawlers are more tightly clustered around the average, than in the case of the small-scale vessels.
As far as scale efficiency is concerned, it is on average equal to 0.76. As expected, 91% of the vessels
operates under increasing returns to scale, which means that the main reason for scale inefficiencies is
the sub-optimal size of vessels.

Table 6. Descriptive statistics of Technical Efficiency (TE), Scale Efficiency (SE) and scale of operation
of the bottom-trawlers.

Variable Mean Standard Deviation CV Min Max

TE 0.68 0.14 20.0% 0.42 0.86
SE 0.73 0.21 28.7% 0.30 1 (3 vessels)

Scale of operation DMUs

IRS 31 vessels (91%)
CRS 3 vessels (9%)
DRS 0 vessels
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Figure 2. Histograms of (a) Technical Efficiency (TE) and (b) Scale Efficiency (SE) scores of
bottom trawlers.

Unlike small-scale fisheries, the Mann-Whitney test and Spearman correlation (Table 7) indicate
that the TE of bottom trawlers is not associated with any technical (LOA and GT) as well as social
factor (age and literacy level of the skipper). This was expected since the majority of trawlers operate
at a similar TE level. Furthermore, from a technical point of view, this segment is more homogenous,
as the vessels use similar fishing gear and exhibit similar fishing behaviour. It is noteworthy that the
gross cash flow per vessel is positively correlated with TE. This could be explained by the higher cash
availability which is associated with higher investments in fishing equipment and technology.

Finally, the scale efficiency of trawlers, as in the case of small-scale vessels, is positively correlated
with the technical characteristics of the vessels (LOA and GT). SE is also positively correlated with
the gross cash flow. This correlation can be explained by the higher cash availability which allows for
investments in better fishing equipment (gear and vessel).
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Table 7. Spearman correlations of Technical Efficiency (TE) and Scale Efficiency (SE) scores of the
bottom-trawlers with technical and socioeconomic variables.

TE SE

Length 0.06 0.34 **
Gt 0.07 0.30 *

Revenues 0.11 0.58 **
Days at sea ´0.25 0.12

Gross cash flow 0.59 ** 0.65 **

** 0.05 level of significance; * 0.10 level of significance.

4. Discussion

In this analysis the technical and scale efficiency of the Greek fishing fleet is explored. The analysis
focuses on small-scale, coastal fisheries as well as bottom trawlers and identifies similarities and
differences between the two fleet segments. The issue of efficiency is explored using an input-oriented
data envelopment analysis model. Additional information regarding the characteristics of the vessel
(length and capacity) as well as characteristics of the skipper (age and education level) are also tested
for correlation with technical and scale efficiency.

The results of the analysis indicate that small-scale vessels achieve a low average technical
efficiency score of 0.42 but much higher scale efficiency score (0.81). The results of the analysis also
indicate that in coastal fisheries, smaller vessels (5–6 m) achieve higher technical and scale efficiency
scores than larger vessels. To some extent this can be explained by the high level of flexibility that
characterizes small vessels. These vessels can easily adjust their cost determinants according to the
seasonal or regional variations of the harvest. This can be done by several means like using alternative
fishing gear, shifting to a different fishing ground, targeting different species or simply decreasing the
level of the activity and operating only during the (potentially) more productive days.

On the other hand, the results of the analysis indicate that bottom trawlers achieve high technical
but lower scale efficiency scores. The bottom trawlers fleet segment is more homogenous, in terms of
technical efficiency, regardless of the size of the vessel, though size is positively correlated with scale
efficiency scores.

One important finding of the analysis is that the technical efficiency of small-scale vessels is
positively associated with the age and therefore the experience of the skipper. Conversely, the
characteristics of the skipper have no effect on technical or scale efficiency in the case of bottom trawlers.

Overall, the results of the analysis suggest that in small-scale fisheries, efficiency relies mainly on
qualitative factors, like the experience of the skipper. On the other hand, the higher efficiency scores of
the bottom trawlers are the result of the improved technology these vessels utilize. For trawlers,
qualitative factors, like the experience of the skipper, have no significant impact on efficiency.
In a looser context, it can be said that small-scale coastal fisheries rely on skills, while bottom
trawlers rely on technology.

To conclude, the results of the analysis, suggest that there is room for improvement in the technical
efficiency of mainly small-scale vessels, which would allow for the production of the same level of
output, using reduced inputs, provided that fishermen become technically efficient by improving
their fishing ability. This can be facilitated by several policy measures, like the organization of
educational programs, the exchange of knowledge among fishermen and the adoption of innovations.
The efficiency of these actions has been largely recognized by the European Union and hopefully they
will be promoted via the Multi-annual programs and the measures of the new Common Fishery Policy.
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